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Communiqué of the Taiwan Sōtokufu
臺灣總督府府報資料庫

An online resource of rich and diverse primary source material
chronicling legal decrees and government activity of the office of
Taiwan’s Governor-General from the beginning to the end of Japan’s 50year colonial occupation of Taiwan.
In 1895, the Qing Dynasty ceded Taiwan to Japan as part of the 1895 Treaty of Shimonoseki.
Taiwan was Japan's first overseas colony, and efforts were made to improve the island's economy,
industry, public works to bolster Japan’s influence and military activities in the Asia Pacific. The
Japanese government established the Sōtofuku (the Governor-General’s office) which was
authorized to pass special laws and edicts, while wielding complete executive, legislative, and
military power, until the end of Japanese colonial rule in October 1945.
From 1896 to 1945 these special laws and edicts were published in the Communiqué of the
Taiwan Sōtokufu (台灣總督府府報資料庫), a gazette illuminating the workings of the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of the Taiwanese government throughout this period.

Communiqué of the Taiwan Sōtokufu was published during the Meiji period (1896-1912), Taishō
period (1912-1926), and Shōwa period (1926-1945), making this a comprehensive, first-hand
account to study Japan, Taiwan, China, and the South China Sea during an important historical
era. It is an important source for researchers to understand the mechanics of government and law,
business, and the military under colonial rule.
This resource allows researchers to easily search for a specific decree. Robust search by full text
(basic or advanced), browse, browse by year, including tabs showing search results by period:
Meiji, Taishō, and Shōwa.
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